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By Mr. Backman, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 451) of

Jack H. Backman for legislation to further protect the civil rights of
patients. Human Services and Elderly Affairs.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-seven.

An Act further protecting the civil rights of patients.

1 Section 1. Section four of chapter one hundred and twenty-
-2 three of the general laws is hereby amended as follows:
4 (a) by striking out the fifth and sixth sentences of para-
-5 graph one and inserting in place thereof the following:
6 This notice shall contain the time and place of such
7 periodic review as well as a statement that every patient is
8 entitled to be represented by a person of his choice at such
9 review. Such representative may be present throughout the

10 review but shall limit his participation to the issues of the
11 treatment plan and the alternatives to hospitalization. The
12 social service department of the facility or of the Bridgewater
13 State Hospital shall take part in the review and may utilize
14 community resources, including the area and regional com-
-15 munity mental health and mental retardation programs.

1 Section 2. Section five of one hundred twenty-three of the
2 general laws is hereby amended as follows:
3 (a) by striking out the word “may” in the fourth sentence
4 and inserting in place thereof the word “shall,” and
5 (b) by deleting the phrase “forthwith after such period”
6in the fifth sentence and adding in place thereof: “within
7 fourteen days of the filing of a petition for commitment.”
8 (c) by inserting after the fourth sentence thereof the
9 following new sentence;

10 Where a person or his counsel requests such independent
11 psychiatric examination, the court shall appoint a physician
12 to conduct such independent psychiatric examination; pro-
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13 vided, however, that the court shall not appoint an employee
14 of the Department of Mental Health to conduct such inde-
-15 pendent psychiatric examination unless so requested in
16 writing by such person or his counsel, or unless the court
17 determines that no other physician is reasonably available to
18 conduct such examination. The report on the independent
19 psychiatric examination shall be submitted by the physician
20 only to the person or his counsel. No employee of the Depart-
-21 ment of Mental Health is to conduct such independent medical
22 examination unless so requested in writing of such person or
23 his counsel, or unless the court determines that no other
24 physician is available to conduct such examination.
25 (d) by inserting after the last sentence thereof the follow-
-26 ing;
27 Without limitation on any rights conferred by chapter 233,
28 section 208, any hospital staff or medical person examining
29 a patient during the ten (10) day observation period, or sub-
-30 sequent to a patient’s revocation of his voluntary by sub-
-31 mitting a three day letter or otherwise, or subsequent to the
32 filing of a petition to commit said patient, shall first advise
33 the patient as follows:
34 That the examination is being conducted with respect to
35 the person’s mental condition.
36 That the information obtained by the hospital staff or
37 medical person in the course of the examination may not
38 remain confidential to such person and in fact may 'be used
39 in a subsequent judicial proceeding to commit the patient to
40 a facility.
41 In any commitment hearing the petitioner shall be required
32 to show that the patient was advised of the aforesaid rights
43 prior to petitioner’s introduction of any testimony or evidence
44 obtained at any examination conducted during the ten (10) day
45 observation period or subsequent to a patient’s revocation of
46 his voluntary or subsequent to the filing of a petition to
47 commit the patient.
48 In any subsequent commitment proceeding, the court shall
49 not draw any inference of mental illness or likelihood of
50 serious harm from a person’s refusal to be examined.
51 Every person shall have the right to remain silent during
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52 all or any part of such hearing. After hearing all the evidence,
53 the court shall make its decision and issue a written finding
54 of the facts.

1 Section 3. Section twenty-three of chapter one hundred and
2 twenty-three is hereby amended by adding the following after
3 the words “to make and receive confidential phone calls,” in
4 paragraph 5.
5 The right to inspect one’s medical records while in the hos-
-6 pital and after release, and the right to receive a copy of one’s
7 medical record for a reasonable fee in accordance with Massa-
-8 chusetts General Laws Chapter 111 section 70.
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